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Introduction
Since organizing a contemporary dance event for Museums at Night five years ago, I have been interested
in what the two sectors could do working together. The piece took its inspiration from working machinery
at the Museum of Bath at Work and whilst not a unique idea, at the time it was unusual enough for
Culture24 to feature it in their blog & leaflet.
Since that time the field has developed a lot more, and in September 2015 I attended a conversation event
for dance and museums (organised by Zannah Doan of Pavilion Dance South West [PDSW] and Ruth Hecht
of Bristol Museums Galleries & Archives). Ideas and contacts from the day stimulated me anew, and it was
great to be commissioned by PDSW to organise a new conversation, (also supported by the SE Museum
Development Programme) to encourage further networking. They also asked me assemble some crosssector resources, and an initial look at what was going on lead me to think about the different issues to
explore and possible challenges.
My knowledge of museums & their collections tells me we currently have a great opportunity to think
creatively and add to our understanding; my training in information management leads me to believe this
is best approached in a planned and measured way; and my experience as Coordinator (for SW Federation
of Museums & Art Galleries) gives me confidence in the power of networks to connect geographicallyscattered groups.
As the parent of a child who progressed from classes at age 4 to become a professional dancer and
choreographer at 24, I also have some personal insight into the benefits dance can have. Introduced at a
young age by enthusiastic teachers it is now great to see this enthusiasm passed on to the next generation.
I would like everyone to have access to some level of dance experience, not least for the health
advantages, but also to add value to their experience of culture and the arts; the workforce as well as
participants and audiences.
Attached is a summary of what has happened so far, thoughts and questions which have cropped up along
the way and suggestions for how we can work together to take the ideas further. I have very much enjoyed
working with my dance development colleague over the last 6 months. Those I have met during this period
lead me to believe we can achieve great things together, and I hope to continue to bring the benefits of
partnership working to dance and museum organisations of all sizes.

Sally Lewis
Museum Consultant
August 2016
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What has happened so far?







2014-2016 Pavilions Dance South West (PDSW) investment & support in museum & dance
collaboration
Sept 2015- Dance & Museum Conversation, M Shed Bristol
Dec 2015-(April 2017 ) PDSW investment in 3 Conversations & Consultant coordination
Jan-June 2016 Network mailing list & action plan compiled & resources added to PDSW website
June 2016- Dance & Museum Conversation & action plan discussion in Southampton with support
from South East Museum Development Programme (SEMDP)
Further Conversation planned for Jan 2017 at Museum of Bath at Work

See http://www.pdsw.org.uk/resources/dance-and-museums/ for conversation blog articles &
resources

Context
Why now?
Benefits of working together through networks are
established
e.g. One Dance UK, , National Alliance for Museums, Health &

What a dance & museums network could
provide
Opportunity to learn from each other
Double advocacy & audiences

Wellbeing, Disability Co-Operative Network launched
The Museum Association report The Case for Inclusive
Museums recommends joining a network to individuals as an
action supporting diversity. (Museums Association Valuing

Recognised hub experience to access for
development support

Diversity:2016
http://www.museumsassociation.org/download?id=1194934 )

Bridge to connect to other networks

Arts Council England funding supports cross-sector
partnerships & strategies

Easier access to potential partners for new
projects
Can be allies rather than competitors for funds
Experience of interaction with physical aspect
improving mental health/wellbeing

Development of arts & health agenda & organisation: e.g.
Arts & Health SW , commissioning opportunities, Dance for
Parkinson’s

Joint vision on inclusivity, diversity, working with CYP,
digital potential by organisations in both sectors

Enhance audience/participants experience for
dance & museums (both connected to our joint
heritage, memory & sense of self)

Diversity of strategy & funding supports sustainability &
resilience
Challenge of providing relevant & meaningful collections
access with diminishing resources for outreach & training
Acknowledgement that collections knowledge & insight
distributed & needs to be retained

A strong foundation of best practice jointly
embedded in both sectors, for continuing
partnerships
CPD exchange & shared training resources.
Provide signpost to collection resource
Enable experiences to be shared, potential
specialist support group with expertise on
dance collections

Aims for Network – Compiled from 1st Conversation
1: Establish a resource for sharing & support to encourage excellence in both sectors
(ACE goal 1: Excellence is thriving & celebrated, & 4: leadership & workforce diverse & skilled)
2: Reach a new audience for museums & dance
(ACE goal 1 & 2: everyone has opportunity to experience & be inspired by arts & museums & 5:
Every child & young person has opportunity to experience the arts)
3. Develop access to museum collections
(ACE goal: 2 & 5 as above)
4. Provide a legacy for the benefit of future generations)
(ACE goal: 2 as above & 3: relating to resilience & environmental sustainability)
See Appendix 1 for summary of objectives from Action Plan

Conversation 2 – June 2016 – Outcome Summary #danceandmuseums
A second Conversation was held at the Westgate Hall in Southampton on June 15, 2016 organised by
Zannah Doan and Sally Lewis, (PDSW) and hosted by Lucy Marder with support from the SEMDP funded by
Arts Council England. It followed a similar format to the September Conversation but the afternoon
discussions focused on three of the aims of an Action Plan compiled by Sally Lewis for P DSW.

Introductory Talks – Demonstrated Vision
There were three introductory talks from speakers who had attended the September Conversation: Lucy
Marder, Deryck Newland and Anneliese Slader; bringing perspectives from SEMDP, PDSW and Arts Council
England. These talks reinforced the vision for collaboration expressed at the first conversation and
articulated in the aims in the proposed Action Plan.
Lucy spoke encouragingly of the benefits of working together to open up collections and processes,
provide fresh inspiration for interpretation and narratives and to engage new audiences. She provided a
graphic illustrating the different forms dance can take when merged with museums (see Appendix 2 )
which could broadly classify case studies.

Deryck emphasized how working with museums continues to match PDSW organizational priorities across
the South West, and particularly mentioned opportunities for examination of boundaries, co-investment
and providing a resource for each other.
Annaliese reminded us to look for fresh audiences, meet goals for resilience and sustainability and the
need for diversity in leadership and progression in professional roles. She thought museums would like to
hear about innovative dance work within a range of communities and that museums can be an immersive,
exploratory and enriching place for dance.

Case studies – Source of Inspiration & Practical Tips
Case studies were presented by Kathrin Pieren, Georgina Pope and Bethan Peters. See their presentations
here: http://www.pdsw.org.uk/resources/dance-and-museums/
Together with the case studies presented at the first conversation
(http://www.pdsw.org.uk/resources/dance-and-museums/) these demonstrated the wide range of options
available for collaborators. All examples fulfilled aims to reach a new audience for both sectors and a
variety of other benefits including:







Providing an accessible experience in various environments
Developing a re-usable model of working
Allowing exploration of history and sensitive issues
Encouraging involvement with a variety of art-forms
Adding to collections knowledge & other records
Working with a range of community partners to strengthen links

Also noted:





The relationships formed became deeply rooted and evolved over time
Identifiable objects formed part of the stimulus
Establishment of trust and an element of risk were important
There were also a number of practical considerations/challenges to be considered

Further sharing of these and other case studies would be of great value, particularly to smaller museums to
help plan successful events and make best use of resources. Consistent and aggregated evaluation would
enable best practice to develop.

Action Plan & Discussion – Range of Ideas to Explore
Delegates were given copies of the draft Action Plan compiled after the last conversation and the latter
part of the afternoon was given over to a short discussion initiated by the first 3 aims of the Action Plan. As

the majority of delegates were not present at the first conversation, some of the same issues were
explored and ideas reiterated. Analysis of issues and questions raised –Appendix 3
One issue that was raised was why the initiative should be for dance and museums and not other forms of
performance art. So far this initiative has been supported mainly by a dance organisation but there is no
reason why other disciplines could not be involved and models of working used to establish other crossarts partnerships.
However aside from the physical and mental health benefits, dance in particular can provide a very broad
narrative tool with which to explore collections. The close relationship it has with the human body and the
way it moves can help bring what may seem rather dry inanimate objects to life and examine our sense of
self. The dance community could benefit from more direct access to emotive collection items and a wider
range of specialist collections reflecting all aspects of life.
A project based on aims 2 & 3 could further explore the question of whether there is something unique
about the dance/museum relationship and develop skills which could be applied to other art forms.
See also Appendix 4 for further thoughts on collections

Networking
One of the main aims of the Conversations has been to provide a space for networking and this event was
again successful in stimulating discussion between those who would not normally meet, and encouraging
people to connect and form new partnerships. (See delegate list for range of participants Appendix 5.)
There has also been informal discussion at other networking events such as museum groups – and
interested individuals kept up to date with event news and resources. There was enthusiastic support for
further Conversation events.
See also Katie Green’s blog for her thoughts from the day
http://madebykatiegreen.co.uk/blog/post.php?s=2016-06-15-%E2%80%8Bdance-and-museums-aconversation-for-2016

Current Vision

2016- 2017 Proposed Way Forward

Funding Requirement
AIM 1 – Network (continued from 2016)

Potential fund applicant/lead partner could include

National or regional major museum or dance partner
Continuing network coordination based in S
organisation or group of smaller partners
of England & organisation of future
Museum Federation or Development organisation
conversations for 2017 & further
Higher Education Institution
development of resources through a crossExisting network
sector website
Arts Bridge organisation
(See below for proposed structure)
AIM 2 &3 – Audience & Collections (Potential New project 2017-)
Leadership & facilitation of a pilot project to
Leadership as AIM 1
set up collaborations, support and provide a MDO team or regional cluster
consistent evaluation.
AIM 4 – Legacy (Results of above & permanent collection 2019)

Repository for results of collaborations:
website & sharing.
Virtual museum of dance bringing together
dance collections knowledge & best practice
on conservation & care

Initially an currently funded collecting project
SSN/ organisation
Higher Education Institution possibly with existing
performance related collection

Appendix 1: Aims & objectives from action plan

Appendix 2: Types of Dance & Museum Interaction- slide from Conversation 2 presentation by Lucy Marder, SEMDP
Appendix 3 : Following pages - Aims discussed at Conversation 2 with Questions raised & responses/points made

AIM 1 Establish a resource for sharing & support to encourage excellence in both sectors
Question/Requirement

Answer/Met by

What other websites are there-culture hive, ACE?

Some links to these on current PDSW resource page
Research on setting up website
Need to see case studies
Started to collect these in resources, some of Conversation speakers work across
nation. Variety of practitioners on PDSW mailing list.
Focussing on SW initially for discussion but ambition to be England-wide
Need to know people are working on projects/aware of each other/partner
matching thro website
Experienced museums will share expertise
Community events/networks will encourage
Forum/speed dating & via website will help to make this easier and possible for
others in the future- clarify what works best with pilot project
Shared events and website info
Fb/twitter etc useful and twitter already used #danceandmuseums. Not
everyone uses these. Less editing control over commercial -based repository,
website would be independent and can cover more varied content with links to
specific pages. Potential plugin being developed to link a website direct to
collections.
Other successful examples of networks which manage to remain informal(Disability Cooperative Network, Kids in Museums, AIM to some extent). A
network & associated launch mean raised profile & opportunities such as linking
with other networks
Need to find key museum & dance people

Are people doing work in other parts of England?- bodies of work-e.g Siobhan
Davies international links

How do you link with other artists?
How does commissioning work- can museums approach dancers?
Need to be greater understanding of how 2 sectors work
Use fb/twitter rather than formal network- network potentially too heavyhanded?

Need to locate decision-making conversations & be there

AIM 2- Reach a new audience for museums & dance
What is the impact of museum/dance interaction on visitors, how do
you measure?
Brokering relationships- who does that? (producers/learning officers?)

If you get new audience do they return?

How do you ensure people have the conversations they want to have at
the point they are at?

Role of producer- (within orgs and independent)- do museums
understand/could it be explained more?
Important to allow space/time to grow organically but restraints
imposed by geog/financial boundaries
Need to see diversity in arts/culture leadership

N.B Revised order for objectives suggested

Develop common evaluation techniques & protocol thro pilot project
A Network team could take lead for pilot & establish who different
initiators/facilitators/supporters are. Develop package for different
‘gatekeepers’ in different roles?
Develop way to find out this, based on existing evaluations and pilot
project
Offer engagement to local community: schools, shops, pubs
Via local festivals/anniversaries etc
Having central hub and network will help facilitate this, especially if
linked to the existing museum/dance development networks
Partnership needs facilitating at a more local/regional level. Would be
good to look at different aspects of dance & museums.
Will encourage rural as well as urban development
Could be part of sharing of expertise on website and through people
working together on pilot project
Work can help explore effects of boundaries
Dance , PDSW & museum etc organisations aims inclusive- these can
support CPD- also MA, AIM, Feds etc discussing this
Development opportunity for curators

AIM 3 Develop access to museum collections
How do you get dancers engaging with curators?

What are issues for small museums?

What do those who are already engaged want?
Need to share advocacy/benefits/what’s in it for museums

A question which can be demonstrated by case studies & tested with
pilot project
Help get museum people to ‘let go’
Small museums have few resources so hard to run projects. Focus may
not be on a museum’s collection but on hosting event etc
Important to find out further detail with pilot project especially as small
museums may not have been able to attend Conversations. Provide
support through Museum Development network.
Easy to access guidance needed especially on practical issues
Share benefit to other? Networking for support & structured CPD? new
potential partners.
Further events/networking/website can helpl do this
‘Way to engage local communities
Could inform collections data projects, locally, nationally

AIM 4 Questions– (not discussed directly at Conversation)
AIM 4 Provide a legacy for the benefit of future generations
What does something long-term look like-could it be that it’s a regular
part of the programme?

Would not be strategic for some museums?- project based
Museums have to make choices about how & why they do it- this will
help make informed choice and plan early on
Organisations to share 3 yr/business plans
SW & SE Museum Dev orgs have business plans.
Would emerge when linked to long term planning and profile raised.
More museum take up if aware of options.

Appendix 4 - Aim 3 - Thoughts on collections
What is a collection? (Check general definitions) Is it a group of artefacts?- not all manmade, may include
natural & intangible objects. Also not just historical or connected to people.
A group of objects?- not just everything/anything. Need some SIGNIFICANCE. Need to supporting info with
it to give it MEANING.
Heritage? Connection to natural or human world
Does it need to have a story attached?
Is the context also important?- building, people, community & its value and its economic & political
environment




Way & level of INTERPRETATION may affect how much of this info can be accessed
Collection items may not all be of same ‘value’ (influencing collection decisions) e.g. can be rare
object with different levels of knowledge associated to it (where found, who belonged to etc)
Collection is items which are worth caring for/conserving/keeping to show people of future
generations/passing on/more people to experience/talking about/enriching life/adding to wellbeing?

Dance
Intangible- has human connection- do same things apply?
Different aims/meanings e.g. folk dance vs contemporary dance
Collaboration
Can joint research contribute to excellence in both fields by adding value & understanding? Especially by
using ‘artefacts’ ‘objects’ ‘heritage’ as part of experience for audience?
Could add to what both practitioners & audience experience & develop common language. Radical
approach to see dance as part of ‘heritage’ (rather than its own field)? Explore what makes collections
unique/human/important/worth caring for (& therefore influence collections management decisions).

Appendix 5 – Conversations 1 & 2 & network
Individuals involved

Organisers
Zannah Doan
Ruth Hecht
Sally Lewis
Lucy Marder

Pavilion Dance South West
Bristol Museums, Galleries & Archives
Freelance Museum Consultant
SE Museum Development Programme

Speakers & case studies Sept 2015

Kate Coyne
June Gamble
Katie Green
Veronica Jobbins
Deryck Newland
John Orna-Ornstein
Judith Robinson

Siobhan Davies Dance
Plymouth Dance
Made by Katie Green
Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music & Dance
Pavilion Dance South West
Arts Council England
Plymouth Museum & Art Gallery

Speakers & case studies June 2016
Deryck Newland
Bethan Peters
Kathrin Pieren
Georgina Pope
Anneliese Slader

Pavilion Dance South West
Royal Museums Greenwich
Petersfield Museum
Horniman Museum
Arts Council England

Other Delegate Organisations at Conversations

A Bigger Bucket
Bath Spa University
Falmouth Art Gallery
Hampshire Cultural Trust
Oxford City Council

The Point
The Spring Arts & Heritage Centre
Re:Staged
Siobhan Davies Dance
State of Emergency Ltd
StopGap Dance
Swindon Dance
Traceworks Dance Company
Wellcome Collection
3rd Stage Dance
& other individual dance artists & freelancers
Other Organisations in S of Eng informally expressing an interest in networking &/or future collaborations
American Museum in Britain
Athelstan Museum (Malmesbury)
Bath Preservation Trust
Chippenham Museum & Heritage Centre
Corsham Town Council
Creative Wiltshire
Crofton Beam Engines
Glenside Hospital Museum
Know Your Place project
Museum of Bath at Work
Museum of East Asian Art
Neeld Hall Chippenham
Quay Arts
Royal West of England Academy
W of England Learning Forum (c/o Trowbridge Museum)

